TELANGANA STATE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION::HYDERABAD
Web Note
Group-IV Notification No. 10/2018, Dt: 02-06-2018
In continuation to the result notification dt.25/01/2020, it is hereby informed that
on the basis of written examination held on 07/10/2018 FN & AN for the post of
Junior Assistant, Typist, Junior Steno and Junior Assistant Cum Typist in Group-IV
Notification No. 10/2018, the provisionally admitted candidates who qualified in
Written Test are called for 3rd spell of certificate verification which will be scheduled
from 04/03/2020 to 07/03/2020, 10:00 AM onwards at TSPSC Office, Prathibha
Bhavan, M.J.Road, Nampally, Hyderabad. The Candidates are here by instructed to
produce all the original Certificates as mentioned in the Notification on the same day
without fail and should report at 10-00 AM.
The candidates who are shortlisted for 3rd spell of certificate verification are
instructed to attend Computer Proficiency Test, which will be held on 08/03/2020
along with 1st spell & 2nd spell candidates who already attended the certificate
verification. Candidates mandatorily must exercise post preference/Web Options
Candidates shall exercise their preference for posts (web options) in respect of
posts/zones/districts when they are called upon to do so. It is mandatory to exercise
post preference/ zones/districts by way of web options. Candidates are advised to
give more options instead of discarding any. Selection of candidates will be based
on the preference of posts/zones/districts for which options are given by the
candidates. Candidates will be selected only for the posts for which preference (web
option) was given (the information of link to exercise web option will informed later).
The candidature of the candidates who qualify in the computer proficiency test
only will be considered for final selection based on their merit in the written
examination. Absentees for proficiency test will not be considered for further
selection process.
The candidates are required to qualify in the Proficiency Test for the
purpose of Selection. It is only a Qualifying test and the marks secured by the
candidates will not be counted for the purpose of selection.
Please visit the Commission’s website (www.tspsc.gov.in) for further details.
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